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Keene v. Thomas (m) was followed in Green v. All Motors,
Limited (p), which was a case where a motor-car had been
let on a hire-purchase agreement, which contained a
clause obliging the hirer " to keep the car in good repair
and working condition/* The car was sent by the hirer
to be repaired by the defendants, without the knowledge
of the true owners, and defendants were informed that
the car was subject to a hire-purchase agreement. It was
held that the repairer was entitled to a lien on the car
against the true owners.
After the last mentioned decision, it was the general
custom in drafting hire-purchase agreements, to insert in
them an express term to the effect that the hirer had no
authority to create a lien for repairs. This endeavour to
avoid the consequences of that decision has not, however,
succeeded. In the recent case of Albemarle Supply Co. v.
Hind c& Co. (g), taxi-cabs were let under hire-purchase
agreements, which contained clauses obliging the hirer
(a) not to part with the possession of the cabs without the
plaintiff's consent, (b) to keep the cabs in good repair and
(c) not to create a lien on them in respect of such repairs.
The hirer garaged them with the defendant, who executed
repairs on them. It was held that, in spite of the clause
in the agreement, the defendant had a lien on the cabs as
against the true owner, for these repairs. Scrutton, L,J.,
said (r) :—
" The owner leaving the cab in the hands of a man who
is entitled to use it gives him an implied authority to
have it repaired with the resulting lien for repairs.
Rowlatt, J., had held in a previous case and the judge
below in the present case followed his decision, that a
contractual limitation of authority not communicated
to the repairer does not limit the implied authority
derived from the hirer's being allowed to possess and use
the car. I agree with this view ; if a man is put in a
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